
Reflections on the
Wonderful Gift of Children

Genesis 1:28

Psalm 127:3-5



The Blessing of Children

• We have dangerously low birth

rates

• I hear people sometimes say “I or we

don’t want to have children”

• Scripture reminds us children are

not a burden but a blessing



The Blessing of Children

• One purpose of marriage is the 
opportunity to seek to build a 
godly legacy (Genesis 1:28)

• Christians differ over the 
understanding of this verse (some 
see a command and we are to have 
as many children as we possibly 
can)

• It is a blessing statement 



The Blessing of Children

• It is a blessing not a command

• Genesis 1:28 and Genesis 24:60 
use the same grammar

• If it was a command, it is a 
command that was abrogated by 
the fall (1 Corinthians 7)



The Blessing of Children

• Having said that, most will marry 
and if we are able the general 
pattern should be to pursue 
having children

• We should not avoid having 
children for selfish, idolatrous 
reasons

• Children are a gift of God to aid 
our maturity as well



The Choice Regarding Children

• Should Christians use 
contraception?

• Catholics and Protestants 
disagree on this theologically in 
relation to the very purposes of 
sexuality

• Generally for Protestants this is a 
matter of conscience.



The Choice Regarding Children

• Gen. 1:28 a blessing statement

• Even if a command it does not 
mean that we are to have as many 
as we can necessarily

• We need general principles to 
follow



The Choice Regarding Children

• No contraception should be followed that 
leads to an embryo being deliberately 
aborted

-Contraception Guidebook: Options, 
Risks, and Answers for Christians 
Couples (Cutrer and Glahn)

• The criteria by which we judge whether or 
not to have children cannot be rooted in 
the materialism or other fallen values of 
our culture



The Choice Regarding Children

• Family size is a matter of 
conscience and we should 
always seek to honor that 
conscience. We should 
especially be sensitive to this in 
the context of our church

• We should be very sensitive to 
couples who are struggling with 
infertility or other problems in 
conceiving. 



The Choice Regarding Children

• We should help fellow Christians to 
be able to adopt

“On any given day in the US 
more than 423,000 children 
are in the foster care system, 
and nearly 115,000 of them 
are available for adoption, just 
waiting for the right family to 
find them.”



The Responsibility for Children

• Eph. 6:4

• We are responsible for the 
spiritual upbringing of our 
children.

• The church is here to help, and 
she can only help if you avail 
your children to the church; yet 
parents are responsible



The Responsibility for Children

• While there are not guaranteed 
outcomes, we should be doing 
our best to model, 
teach/evangelize and pray for 
our children

Four Big Mountaintops

Creation

Fall 

Redemption

Renewal


